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VM-X-PAVERMAX                                               
360° panoramic view meets maximum 
laying comfort

May we introduce: VM-X-PAVERMAX, the new reference class in

paver laying machines. It combines a completely new sense of space

with pioneering technologies—and makes work more comfortable 

and efficient than ever before.

All we need to say is: 360° panoramic view with full glazing. 

Sensational stability with a load capacity of up to 700 kg. And, on 

request, a wide range of automatic programs for even more efficient 

laying of all standard interlocking block laying units.

VM-X-PAVERMAX premium: Fully equipped with all comfort and 

automatic features, such as adjustable comfort seat with air

suspension, heated seats, decoupled comfort cab, 5“touch screen 

and articulated boom.

*Paving machine VM-X-PAVERMAX premium with laying clamp HVZ-UNI-II
VM-X-PAVERMAX

There are many reasons to choose the VM-X-PAVERMAX

Hydraulic endless rotary head: Position stone layers without 

restrictions thanks to the 360° endless rotary head.

Pendulum damping: Reduces strong vibrations of the attachments      

and increases the laying comfort.

Articulated boom with two joints: Enables a pickup height for

picking up two packages stacked on top of each other (up to 71 in).

Windshield wiper: Clear view of the laying area even in the rain.

Decoupled cabin: Even fewer vibrations noticeable in the interior.

Panoramic rear window: Full visibility not only to the front, left          

and right: thanks to the curved rear window, you also have an         

optimum view to the rear.

Wide range of attachments: Paving stones, curbs or large             

format patio slabs—no problem with the right attachments.

Vent window: The front windshield‘s popout window provides           

good air circulation and helps with communication with colleagues            

in the laying area.

Easy to maintain: All parts relevant for maintenance are freely

accessible.

Type Description Dead Weight 
lbs (kg)

Order-
Number

VM-X-PAVERMAX 
premium

Fully equipped with all comfort and automatic
features, such as adjustable comfort seat with air
suspension, heated seats, decoupled comfort cab, 
5“ touch screen and articulated boom

3,530
(1,600)

51500025

VM-X-PAVERMAX 
comfort

Equipped with fully enclosed, decoupled comfort
cab, standard adjustable seat with mechanical
suspension, 2.4“ screen and standard boom

3,530
(1,600)

51500026

VM-X-PAVERMAX 
standard

Equipped with partially enclosed, decoupled 
operator‘s cab, standard adjustable seat with 
mechanical suspension, 2.4“ screen and standard 
boom

3,310
(1,500)

51500027

VM-X-PAVERMAX 
basic

Entry-level model with partially enclosed 
operator‘s cab, standard adjustable seat with 
mechanical suspension, 2.4“ screen and standard 
boom

3,200
(1,450)

51500028

VM-X-PAVERMAX premium

VM-X-PAVERMAX basicVM-X-PAVERMAX standard

VM-X-PAVERMAX comfort
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All controls are ergonomically arranged and both the steering wheel and 

the seat can be conveniently adjusted individually. 

Speaking of seats: The comfort seat of the premium variant is equiped 

with seat heating, air suspension and longitudinal damping.

All controls are ergonomically arranged and both the steering wheel and 

the seat can be conveniently adjusted individually. 

Speaking of seats: The comfort seat of the premium variant is equiped 

with seat heating, air suspension and longitudinal damping.

Make yourself 
comfortable.


